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The Village Inn has been leased to
James Spadafore of Mount Vernon, who
the restaurant "as soon
plans to
as possible" with extensive renovations
done to the "exterior and most of the
interior."
Spadafore, who works for the nearby
Knox county Joint Vocational School,
said, "We're starting from the front
stoop all the way to the back." He declined to offer many specifics, but Spadafore did mention that "we're probably
going to end up with almost a brand new
kitchen," and that the front sign would
be
Another goal is to make
the new VI (the name would not change)
"spotless" he said.
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serving customers again.
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English courses undergo excess demand
By Meryem

Ersoz

semester begins, some
Kenyon students are experiencing more
than the usual degree of frustration with
the registration process due in part to an
apparent shortage of course offerings in
Kenyon's largest department, English.
There are approximately 100 senior
and 100 junior English majors at Kenyon, and the demand for space in the
classes presently exceeds the supply. In
addition to attracting a heavy concentration of majors, the English department
As the second

is

also popular with

non-major-

s.

Professor John Ward, department
chair, is aware of the situation. He cites
a

of circumstances wjthin the
which have restricted the
availability of class space. Professors
Klein and Wallace are
both on leave for
the second
semester. Although these absences have noticeably
reduced the
quantity of courses being offered, the
College is actually still
maintaining the
appropriate number of English department staff. Professor Ward
notes that
"we are not
understaffed this semester.
e were
overstaffed in the first term."
The new limits
placed on class sizes
have caused
some frustration amont students. The upper-levcourses are
dosed early, and
sometimes this can

ing the time slots in which the department has chosen to schedule the classes.
There appears to be a disproportionate
number of "B" and "D" courses, which
thus limits the students' options about
which classes they may choose to take.
Ward explains that this odd distribution
was actually planned in order to prevent
one person from scheduling many English courses at one time and therefore
actually opens spaces for a greater diversity of students.
It is interesting to note that only one

el

P"sh upperclassmen

into the

lower-num-we- d

classes which often have less strinon enrollment. This
circumstance may lead to large or overcrowded classroom situations in
gent limits placed

Pre-pre-registra-

student actually confronted Professor
Ward personally to address the situation.
Most students seem resigned to the situation. Other students' responses are
similar to that of Scott Garson, a junior,
who feels that it is the "administrations'
responsibility to foresee the situation"
and to make provisions for a better balance of courses. Professor Ward hopes
that next year's course offerings are better
balanced. He also advises students to be
aware of the current situation and to plan
ahead! accordingly.

New Village Deli owners

renovate, increase sales

By Maria H. DiGiusto
Under the guidance of new owners,
the Village Deli has introduced both
lower prices and remodeling changes to
the Gambier community.
On October , the ownership of the
Deli changed hands; Dan Parr, a drama
professor at Kenyon, sold the Deli as
his hobby was quickly growing into a
e
business. The new owners. Bill
Lake and Jay Andorfer, have made some
improvements which enhance the rek
laxed,
atmosphere and simultaneously increase business. According
to Andorfer, they aim to attract "older
as well as younger people and to
capitalize on the Gambier trade." This
means having a place that caters not only
1

full-tim-

laid-bac-

the
courses. Ward explains
at the department
is already the largest
n campus
and offers a large number of
courses. The
department is committed
'o
Preserving the quality of instruction
y keeping
the enrollment down. In the
utUre, the department
is considering a
for English majors
order to prevent the
possibility of
jjujors being shut out of courses which
ey may desire
or need in order to fulfill
wer-numbere-

to the students at Kenyon, but the entire
community. Although the majority of
the Deli's business comes from the Kenyon population, the Deli needs to survive at limes during the year when the
college is not in session.
Andorfer was previously a chef at Sir
James Restaurant in Mt. Vernon and has
carried much of his skill and know-hoover into the Deli. Since the takeover,
business has improved as some of the
prices are cheaper, but the major reason
for the increase in business is the
maximizing of efficiency in production.
Whereas the previous toaster oven
seemed to take a millenium to heat
w
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d

n

Established
1856

Owner James F. Hayes leased the
'property to Spadafore, who said that
once open, the actual operation of the
VI would be left to his son John and
wife Mary, who herself has a background in business.
There is no target date now to
the VI doors, due to the renovation plans
and standard Ohio state requirements.
Spadafore must have his application for
the business certified by the state building commission. Checks must be made
to see if the site is up to present codes,
a procedure that Spadafore calls "standard" anytime a business is started up
again.
Architects have been hired and their
plans must also be drawn up and submitted to the state featuring all the new
work planned for the VI. Spadafore said
he hopes that these submissions will be
accomplished "sometime in the next
couple of weeks."
Spadafore said that he doubts that his
re-op- en

remodeled establishment will be allowed to serve alcohol immediately after
opening because the previous manager,
Ivan Rollit, suffered a suspension of his
liquor license. But Spadafore says he
has approached the State Liquor Control
Board and hopes eventually to be granted
a license.
Stating that Rollit was bankrupt and
beset by tax problems when the VI
closed down, Spadafore said his intention was to clear away any disorganization. So he said his steps include caution
and no haste. "We won't open it until
we think everything is ready to go," he
said. "There is a lot to be done in the
interior and the exterior."
As for the familiar VI sign on the
Gaskin St. sidewalk, Spadafore said,
"we're going to get someone with some
artistic ability to brighten it up. It's
pretty faded right now."
Ivan Rollit was not available for comment.

Government limits hours
of workstudy students
By

Brian Kearney

program may technically work as many
hours as he pleases, it rarely ends up
According to P. Wesley Tutchings,
that way. He notes that last year the
Kenyon Director of Scholarships, Stuaverage workstudy award was 470 doldent Aid, and Student Employment, a
award
lars, while the
student who is given a workstudy job
was only 327 dollars. Since workstudy
with the College is permitted to work
students get priority in jobs, they generonly the number of hours allotted to him
by the evaluation of his Financial Aid
ally diminish the chances for a
student to work more hours.
Form (FAF), whereas a student who is
However, according to the November
not on financial aid can technically work
figures for ARA Food Services, the av- as many hours as he wishes.
The reasoning behina
this situation stems from a
"government policy that
the College cannot exceed
need with awards," explains Tutchings. When
the government FAF is
evaluated and the student
is deemed to need "X"
amount in financial assistance, the College must
break this amount down
into workstudy, loan, and
grant.
If the amount given to
the student by the College
exceeds the need, based on
then
the
the
FAF,
Director of Scholarships Tutchings
has to repay
College
erage number of hours worked per
the Federal government whatever that
amount may be. Thus, if a student is month by students on the Federal Work
Grant is only 9.48 hours compared to
allotted 500 dollars a year in workstudy,
stu13.6 hours for the
and he earns 550 dollars, then either
dent employees. Thus, while many of
Kenyon or the student must repay the
d
Service jobs may belong
the
government the extra 50 dollars.
to workstudy people, those in the Food
As an example of how strict the govService actually work less on the average
ernment can be with this matter, Tutchthan those not on workstudy.
ings cited the case of a student who last
When a student receives financial aid,
year earned 25 dollars more than his
all three forms of the aid (grant, loan
allotted workstudy amount. The government promptly complained and asked and workstudy) are supplemented by
government money. The College deter- for the 25 dollars back.
Tutchings also explains that even
sce Financial page 2
though a person not on the workstudy
non-workstu-
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frustration

Cultivate the faculty
One of the least attractive sides of a liberal education has surfaced recently
at Kenyon to the aggravation of many students and faculty members, particularly those who are closely associated with the English department. For any
of a number of reasons, enrollment in courses in that department is so high
that few, if any, openings are available. At the same time, there are whole
fields of study, for example Classics or Philosophy, which consistently find
their classes short of the limit of students. Many frustrated students have
asked the importance of spending money on areas which have less of an
attraction, when demand for many subjects cannot be met. Liberal arts
colleges are accustomed to the type of problem now too evident in the
English department. How can a wide range of courses and disciplines be
maintained within a limited budget and with assurance that each will be
taught to its maximum potential?
Ideally, a professor should be able to adjust the format of his course to
the topic of study on any given day. However, if a class's enrollment is too
large, questions and discussions become impossible, and lectures become
standard means of instruction, regardless of the interest they may, or may
not, spark. Conversely, classes which are too small may suffer from random
absences or reluctant participation. While a school like Kenyon is fortunate
to have a talented and distinquished faculty, situations like the one currently
hampering English classes undermine the potential of the course by limiting
the teacher's talents. Moreover, students' potentials are also limited by
extreme enrollments because of the attention the teacher must disperse over
the whole class.
Unfortunately it seems like there is no immediate relief. Liberal arts
colleges must not forsake disciplines which are useful to the diverse fields
students hope to explore. Yet, they must make each class as valuable as its
potential by providing the best advantages to them.
An obvious solution to the problem would be a fluid system by which
professorships could be allocated to the areas they are most needed at any
given time. However, professors are hired for their talents, not their bodies:
they cannot be shifted around to various departments, and be expected to
perform at their same level of competence. The college must maintain some
means of planning departmental needs and expenses. Moreover, the system
of hiring and employing faculty members precludes discussing all the underutilized potential after each semester. Furthermore, such diverse factors as
schedules, professors, reputations, degree requirements, current trends, and
personal tastes have tremdendous impact on class enrollment. Such variables
are what make the problem more or less unpredictable very far in advance.
However, this is not a problem which needs to go unaddressed. The
faculty should be regarded as one of Kenyon's most valuable resources. In
that light, it should be developed as carefully and actively as the physical
plant. Efforts should be made to enhance the quality of the current faculty
by way of active review. Also, every attempt to acquire qualified new talent
should be extended as soon as the positions are established or made available.
Endowments to subsidze new positions should be sought as actively as area
funds for other development.
The strength of Kenyon was founded on a respected and exciting course
of study. To allow students to sit row upon row in crowded rooms undermines
r
the potential of present resources. A
ratio of 16: is deceiving,
and offers little comfort to those excluded from a course, or those enrolled
in a class with 45 or 50 others, or a seminar of 20 or 25. Expansion and
cultivation of the faculty must be part of future development, for no new
buildings or resources will enhance an academic program which fails to
maximize its own potentials.
student-teache-
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Established

News Editor

Craig Richardson
Perspective Editor
Charles Needle

Perspective Assistant
Marc M. Rose
Features Editors

Chuck Casto, Carol Gibson

Bill

WHAMMY! review termed waste of space
To the Editor:
I hate to fall into the same trap that I
will be criticizing Mr. Casto for, but the
embarassment I will feel will be worth
it. This letter is in response to Mr.
Casto's review of the
album
WHAMMY!. My first problem is that
I cannot understand why anybody would
review an album that is close to a year
old. It has been established. Your comments will have no meaning regardless
of whether they are valid or not.
As I said I will be just as bad as you
by giving my opinion on an old L.P.
You must understand that I do not listen
to the
for enjoyment but have listened to that album and come to an understanding of what it is. You mentioned
the word "dance" once in your article.
B-5-

Photography Coordinator

Jim Whittum
Columnists
Marchl, Geoff Schmidt

Layout Editors
Lisa Bailey, Carolyn Sherer
Circulation Manager
Business Manager
Jay Cobau
Marc M. Rose
Artists
Vic Peterson, Dan Shcfelman,
Fred Zinn

The Kenyon Collegian is published every Thursday while the College is
in session, except during examination and vacation periods. The views
expressed in the paper do not necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon
College. Advertising is handled by the Kenyon Advertising Bureau
student-ru- n
(KAB), a
organization. Yearly subscriptions are
$20.00; checks should be made payable to The Kenyon Collegian. Our
mailing address is Kenyon Collegian, Student Affairs Center, Kenyon
College, Gambier, Ohio 43022.
non-prof- it

Look at the cover. The band is standing
in cocaine, the party drug. The album
is meant to be a dance album regardless
of whether you take coke or not. The
are one of the few American
bands that are good dance bands. If you
try to read real meaning into their lyrics,
chances are that the pickings will be
slim. Lyrics are secondary. The
are a synth band that finds a catchy tune,
works with it and then adds lyrics to
make it more entertaining. Allusions to
drugs, especially drugs that are popular
among dancers, are obvious. "On Planet
X" is just one example. The songs
"Whammy Kiss," "Butterbean," and
"Songs for a Future Generation" are
among the most danceable songs to
come out last year that are not funk.
B-5-

2s

B-5- 2s

I feel as if you have wasted a lares
part of the Collegian on a topic thai
no longer pertinent. Why not review
album that is recent next time, or maybe
go out on a limb and review a new one'
Besides wasting space I think you
missed the boat. Sorry.
is

an

Sincerely,
Dirk Westphal

Editor's Note:
I appreciate your input, and I ii
realize that the WHAMMY! album's
not brand new. This album is the hten
Ao.
however.
release by the
music is popular on the Kenyon campus
as well as at several parties. Why don
you try to "hop on the boat" and submit
C.C
a record review of your own?
B-52- 's.

i

A Monday graduation demonstrates a
lack of consideration for the graduates..."
To the Editor:
I have followed with great interest the
issue of Monday graduation for the Class
of '85. Given the situation as I understand it (through the Collegian and discussion with Jeff Robinson, Director of
Alumni Affairs), I hereby voice strong
opposition to the proposed calendar.
A great difficulty with the current
AlumniCommencement
Weekend is
the lack of housing space. Alumni classes, particularly recent reunion classes,
have been increasingly large. It is realistically anticipated that this trend will
continue for a few more years before
leveling off. The housing concern, then,
is

well-place-

d.

However, the focus of Commencement Weekend should be on the

Financial aid

twin pane

Editorial Board
Robert Brooks, Michael Cannizzaro,
Brian Kearney, Melinda Roberts,
Jennifer Russell, Lvnn Travers

2s'

B-5- 2s

ef

Brian Kearney, Jennifer Russell

WRITE

The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the editor. All submissions must be signed and typed, double spaced.
The Editor reserves the right to edit all material while maintaining the original intent of the submission.

1856

Melinda Roberts
Managing Editors

Sports Editor
Bob VVarburton

THE READERS

I

mines what it will require to supplement
the FAF needs of their students, and
then the government grants them the
money. Since the late 1950's Kenyon
has received over a million dollars from
the federal government in this form. According to Tutchings. "Eventually down
the road the government could want that
money back, but who knows?"
Tutchings also commented that the
College may try to make more of the
financial aid available in the form of
workstudy and less in the form of grants
next year.

graduates. A Monday graduation demonstrates a lack of consideration for
the graduates, whose family and friends
likely find a Sunday Commencement a
more convenient prospect. A Monday
ceremony constrains those who would
like to see a graduate complete one journey and embark upon another.
It is certainly not too late to revise
calendar. I personally favor
the 1984-8holding Alumni and Commencement
events on separate weekends. Without

the luxury of having the calendar in from
of me, I cannot offer any specifics about
that idea. At any rate, every available
option should be thoroughly discusseJ
by all concerned, including Student
Council, beforea final decision is made
Commencement Weekend rightfully belongs to the graduates.
Respectfully,

5

Martha Lorenz
Class of '83

Deli additions improve service
from page

I

bagels, the new rotating toaster has the
potential to heat 600 bagels per hour.
The new cheese melter can melt cheese
in 20 seconds and contributes to the
speedy service. These additions make it
possible to serve more people in a shorter amount of time, and speeds up the
flow of customers. With the new wave
of business, the Deli now has 3
e
workers and Andorfer likes to keep his
student employees at a maximum.
Another monumental change that has
occurred at the Deli is the walk-i- n
cooler. The Deli boasts the largest selection of imported beer in Knox County
and they sell all their wines and domestic
beers at the state minimum level. Food
sales used to be equal to beer and wine
sales, but recently the beverage sales
have outranked those of food.
Projected remodelling includes an ex
full-tim-

pansion of the Deli as the front pon.'h
will be encased in glass. This will provide more seating in the cold weather
the
w here patrons are free to observe
goings on around the town. Although
the future expansion is still in the planning stage (barring funds), it will I3
nice addition, almost doubling the original size of the Deli. Plans have been
in
included to remove some of the glass
the warmer weather likening the addition to the original porch.
coAlthough not affiliated with the
tn
llege (the owners simply lease from
been
school) the Deli has traditionally
patronized predominantly by studenb
who wish to eat, buy beer, or just chat.
ol
Andorfer wishes to "thank students
lve'y
all
on
Kenyon for their support"
To celebrate the recent remodellm?
there will be a grand opening this Frida)
through Sunday.

Jan. 26,
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Former Presidential Press Secretary

Page Three

This is just to say

Hodding Carter III to speak

.

Sergio Mendes Where Are You?

or
called the Loyal
Democrats of Mississippi, of which
Carter was a founding member. The
Democrats
Loyal
successfully unseated the established
delegation to become the Democratic Party of the State
of Mississippi. Carter was
of this delegation.
Among Carter's
many awards and
honors are the National Sigma Delta
for
award
Chi
Writing
Editorial
(1961), a Nieman
Fellowship in Journalism at Harvard
University
the OutYoung
standing
Award
Democrat

Ann Stevens

By

Carter

Hodding

former AssistSecretary of
Public Afffor
State
Spokesand
airs
man for the Depart-

--j

III,

ant

V-

of State under

ment

Carter Administration, will lecture
on
Kenyon
at
the

Febr-

Wednesday,

8:00

at

1,

uary

co-chairm-

p.m. in Rosse Hall.
Mr. Carter is curr-

anchorman

ently

corresp-

chief

and

for

ondent

the

weekly PBS progr-

am, Inside Story.
first
the Nation's
television series on
performance.
graduated
summa cum laude
Carter

Journalist Hixldins Carter III

from

Princeton University in 1957. He

then

served two years as a lieutenant in
Corps. In 1959 he be-

U.S. Marine

the

a reporter and

came

Delta

the

editorial writer for

Democratic-Time-

Greenv-

s.

By 1965 he was the

ille, Mississippi.
associate publisher.

Carter participated

Charles Needle and

of the New York
Times once said, "Trying to bring ordei
out of the chaos is really the ultimate
creative experience." For one hundred
years, with pride the Collegian has subscribed to this philosophy.
As
newly appointed Perspective
Editor and Perspective Assistant, we endeavor in this next semester to provide
the Kenyon
community, faculty, and
students with stimulating and provocative journalism which helps "bring (that)
order out of the chaos." We labor under
the assumption that both
quality journalism and truthfulness are synonymous.
twenty-eig-

ht

Our approach

d
and
support of our readers. Within the next few weeks, articles
'ill take on a
new "perspective." Not
"ly will they report a specific event,
but they will
offer an
analytical
perspective that is of importance to you,
,ne Kenyon
community.
Specifically, we wish to provide our
readers with opinions that
stimulate discussion and debate, while at the same
Ilme
lowing active reader participation
through the submission
of letters to the

is

multi-facete-

the generous

in-dep-

th

Editor.
Our first
on

co-chairm-

Mr.

8,

an.

99

Marc M. Rose

Gage

Nicholas

needs

1965-196-

"new perspective

A
By

in the 1965 refor- -

mation of the Young Democratic Clubs
of Mississippi as a biracial organization,
and from
he served as its
During the stormy Democratic National Convention of 1968 in
Chicago, the seating of the state party
delegation from Mississippi was challenged by a
biracial
coalition

endeavor will be to report
Skvorecky's lecture entitled

"The Comprehended Necessity: Freedom of Expression in
Totalitarian
States."
The following week will feature several articles on journalist and PBS anchorman Hodding Carter III. These
stories might raise provocative press
questions such as: Was the American
media completely informed and kept abreast of the changing issues which transpired in Iran during the time of the hostage crisis?
We will also attempt to relate this idea
to Mr. Skvorecky's lecture concerning
freedom of expression in a totalitarian
state by raising the questions: When the
U.S. government kept newsmen in the
dark about Grenada, did our government
suddenly take on a role of an oppressive
totalitarian state?
All these questions and more will be
addressed to the speakers by our reporinterters in comprehensive,
views with the lecturers themselves.
Our goal is to provide both facets of
a particular argument, not just one viewpoint. We believe quality journalism
has its roots sewn in thorough, qualitative reporting.
We sincerely hope that every Thursday for the rest of this semester, you
the Kenyon community will look forward to our "new perspective."
in-dep-

th

),

g

MODERNISM

Marchl

daddies, knock me your lobes! It's
Hipsters. Hipsters and
happening. Every once in a while in our happening hamlet, it seems, a
course pops up that makes me feel as if I'm IN COLLEGE: like a living
Brubeck "Jazz at Obcrlin" I. p. You understand the gestalt the black
turtlenecks, a yearning for the rebellion of prior generations. Some institutions of higher learning make an entire image around it. Kenyon has always,
by my rendering, been just a bit too tasteful for it. Dad's Bobby Short
albums have been too close and too dear. "Collegiate" was the Kokosingers.
one hand in khakis, crooning a few, not the campus Save the Salvadoran
Baby Whales chapter, one hand in army fatigues, quaffing espresso.
Then, by goodness. Modernism hit. It was the first semester place to be.
I never attended, mind you. but I have ears. Suddenly, God was dead, or
so someone said: nobody told me He was even sick. The ranks swelled, the
critics roared. Most people become enlightened in college. Squash rackets
or Dada? Squash is, after all, a model of the entropic universe and man's
ordering of it. Where will they go now? Second semester I return from my
vacation disappearance and pop by Rosse for Music 8, per my expectation
finding no one in the classroom. Monk underground as usual. But then
JOFFO:::!!! by Tom Wolfe, they're all upstairs, the initiates. What's this?
The Chief getting out of jail? All these people for Jazz. It was like a rush
the Music Department was getting that cozy second-hom- e
on Bergdorf-Goodmathey'd always wanted. On cue. Can satori be far? Are there
saxophonists beyond Paul Desmond? "Clook and Dodo WHO?" Stay cool
for the answers to these and other musical questions.
Even if God is dead. Bird lives. A couple of extras from "The Wild One,"
e
a Chet Baker
or four, and I all want to pursue the elusive Flatted
Fifth along with the sixty or so others there. "A Night in Tunisia" actually
coming from the Rosse speakers. Something big is afoot. I knew there was
a reason I spent all those hours in a hot bath reading old issues of the
Evergreen Review. Kenyon is hitting stride and the time is now propitious
for the SERGIO MENDES REVIVAL. I've been plotting, you see, and I
have it all figured out.
The time has come to end all this posturing and return to our "roots," so
to speak. As one campus musicologist put it: "Listen, Willie, you know the
score they brought if from Africa; it went up the river to Chicago until
some cats took it to the West Coast. That's not how it happened and you
know it." Does the Rosse crowd really believe that Nat Hentoff rendition?
Does Paul Posnak? Time will tell whether I'm right, but it's my theory that
it will not be "Naima" or "Green Dolphin Street," or even "Scrapple from
the Apple" on the lips of Kenyon jazzmen, but "Mais Que Nada," "Samba
Una Nota," "The Look of Love." You see, the Kenyon Jazz Experience
came up from Brazil in '66 with full support and love from Herb Alpert.
"One afternoon recently, a friend of mine called to ask if I wanted to hear
a new group," Herb wrote. "From the first note I was grinning like a kid
who'd just found a new toy." Of course he had heard Sergio.
The "Alpert Presents" Brazil '66 cover features a jungle scene with some
guys in thin ties (very Man From Uncle), with
very angular,
very pouty chicks who turned out to sing in harmony like a
two bob-cu- t,
with
couple of Latino Anita O'Day's. In front is Sergio, placid,
his dark hair and Beat beard. Check out the "Look Around" .p. sometime;
you all have it: the parasols, the champagne on the lawn, the shades. It's
Peirce lawn the first day the temperature cracks fifty. To quote a man in
touch with the style, the innigkeit of the music, "Though there's not a drop
of Carnaval blood in my body, I truly believe that this is the Music of My
People." The Sergio thing is what Kenyon hipsters have tried to be for a
long time. It's in our collective past. I've written an open letter which I'm
mailing to Sergio's label as part of the celebration. In addition, I'll feature
the man and his music on my Marchl's Mood, Wednesdays from 8:30-- 1 1,
on Scott's Alternative Radio Station. I know he'll back me up: he's in Music
8. The text:
finger-poppi-

n'

n;

from Young Democratic Clubs of
America (1970), and the Distinguished
Achievement in Journalism Award from
the University of Southern California
School of Journalism (1972). He was a
member of the awards jury for Pulitzer
prizes in Journalism (1971, 1972,

look-alik-

1974).

Author of The South Strikes Back,
other books,
to
and contributor
magazines, and newspapers, Carter is
in the process of writing a book about
his father. He is also serving on the
board of several executive committees
which include The American Council of
h
Young Political Leaders, The
Africa leader exchange program,
and the Southern Poverty Law Center.
Previously he served in such organizations as the American Civil Liberties
Union in Mississippi, The Mississippi
Advocacy Committee to the U.S. Civil
Rights Commission, and the National
Committee on the Presidency.
An exceptional journalist and politician, Carter is also an outstanding
speaker. Be sure to attend his lecture on
February , at 8:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall.
U.S.-Sout-
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UPCOMING LECTURES
Feb. 1
Hodding Carter III
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"Grenada & Lebanon: Background for
Two International Issues"
Feb. 14
Symposium on Grenada (Kai

Dear Sergio,
I am writing as a lifelong fan and admirer of your music. As a jazz
disc jockey at WKCO 9 .9 FM, Gambier, Ohio, I am proud to be the
leader of the Sergio Mendes Revival at Kenyon College.
Not that you need reviving, my distinguished sir, as your work throughout your career has been of unflagging quality. Nor is my interest and
that of my colleagues nostalgic. Over the past couple of years, I have
interspersing them
found myself consistently reaching for your records,
among my format of the classics of jazz: Parker, Vaughan, the great
tenor men. Your recordings of "Mais Que Nada," "Watch What Happens,"
"Pais Tropical," "So Many Stars" are classics in their own right the
phrasing, the harmonies, the unmistakeable rhythm and pulse we have
come to know as distinctively yours. Your influences are
those you have influenced have not quite captured your flair.
I am one of your "old" new fans
my friends and I were babes in
'66. Some kids heard "This
Brazil
with
down
laying
were
you
arms when
Old Man" in the crib; I heard Monk's version. But my groove was "Going
1
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Feb. 16
Symposium on Lebanon (Anthony
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Out of My Head."
I write out of thanks, Sergio, as one of your fans: you've provided
the soundtrack to my existence. And the definition of Cool.
P.S. How about a photo? Thank you.

Last one to Rio listens to Fusion! Are we there or what's the story?
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New York's Paranoids return to Cove
By Joyce

Holleran

As a result of the cooperation of the
Special Projects Committee, Kenyon
Festival Theater (KFT), and the Pirate's
Cove, New York City comedy troupe
The Paranoids will appear in the Cove
on February 2 through 4, bringing their
cabaret-styl- e
show back to Gambier
where they have performed for the past
two summers in conjunction with KFT.
Their comedy style is reminiscent of
Saturday Night Live's, except perhaps
even more irreverent as they present
their own vision of today's "trendy"
lifestyles and social mores.
Dale Carmen, Marianne Leone, Mary
Porster, and John Slaven comprise the
year old group whose
credits include featured performance on
NBC's Live at Five Young Comedians
Special as well as at Catch a Rising Star,
The Comic Strip, and The West Bank
Cafe, all clubs in New York. They have
also filmed some of their material for
two-and-a-h-

alf

Home Box Office.
Tickets for the show cost one dollar
($ ) for Kenyon students and five dollars
for all others. Show tickets are on sale
at the Kenyon Bookstore and will also
be available at Peirce and Gund from
January 30 to February 4 during lunch
and dinner. Special food and beverage
discounts will be in effect at the Cove
with one's paid admission.
Elizabeth Forman of KFT explains
that the joint community effort to bring
The Paranoids back to Gambier in the
winter provides "a chance for the Festival to work with Kenyon students and
the Gambier community to help produce
shows normally restricted to our summer
season. The Paranoids have quite a local
following and seemed the perfect group
for a student audience as well. All the
sponsors thought that in the grey gloom
of February it would be nice for the community at large to have a chance for an
evening out, a chance to warm up with
a good laugh."
1

Scanners

impro-visation-

Directed by David Cronenberg. Starring Jennifer O'Neill, Stephen Lack,
and Patrick McBoohan. Released in 1981. 100 minutes.
Ever wonder what would happen if telepathic powers were out of control?
Scanners ponders such a question when people whose telepathic power
enables them not only to control another's mind but also to destroy the body
attached to it.
Although the dialogue is not impressive, Scanners fulfills the horror film
and
definition:
The force of evil flings men against walls,
drives them to shotgun suicide, creeps inside their muscles and works its
way out.
Director Cronenberg, during the last special effect, goes beyond both
fantasy and physiogamy, for a climax that is literally mind blowing!
Michele Allen
at,

leave.

heart-in-your-thro-

ne,

you-can't-watch-but-you-dare-not--

chills-down-your-spi-

When asked whether there are differences between their Ohio audiences and
those in New York, The Paranoids' Mr.
Carmen replied that "Ohioans are more
subdued," but also are "willing to listen
more." A college audience is unique in
itself. Carmen says, as students "tend
to respond to the anarchy inherent in
humor. Feeling too sane is not good," he
continues, as it can stop one from
"laughing at oneself." The Paranoids attempt to help the audience recognize itself in their skits and show that no one
should "take anything too seriously."
Joining The Paranoids in their Gambier appearance will be Lewis Black,
who will act as emcee for the cabaret.
Black appeared in Gambier last October,
comedy, and reperforming stand-u- p
sided here this past summer as his play
Hitchin ' was produced by Kenyon Festival Theater. He also performs regularly
at the West Bank Cafe in New York.
When not rehearsing or performing
as The Paranoids, the members of the
troupe pursue acting careers. What is
the relationship between comedy and
acting? Mr. Carmen replies, "performing comedy give us a chance to sharpen
and expand our acting skills as well as
giving us an opportunity to write and
direct." The Paranoids write all of their
comedy material: "We are not an
troupe; all our material is written by us and carefully rehearsed." An
interesting twist in the development of
the material that The Paranoids will perform is that while most such groups experiment with new material in small
towns before performing it in New York
City, they have instead been working
out their new skits in the city before
bringing it here. Understanding the
special demands of the Gambier audience, Carmen says "we have to be very
happy with the material before we take
it to Gambier."
The impetus for the production of the
cabaret, according to Lynn Travers, a student assisting with the show, was "an
e
attempt to find novel but
but effective entertainment which
could appeal to all segments of the
community. It's part of an
effort to explore alternative social outlets to add to those which we already
have."
In addition to their Gambier performance, the Paranoids will appear on
WCMH-TV'- s
11:30 a.m. news program
on Thursday, February 2. Lewis Black
will appear on the same show that Friday.
The Paranoids express their enthusiasm for returning to Gambier, facing for the first time both a college audience and a central Ohio winter. Carmen says, "Though we have never experienced Gambier in the winter, we
have boots and parkas in hand and look
forward to being in Knox County
again."

The General

first-rat-

Directed by Buster Keaton and Clyde Bruckman. Starring Buster Keaton
and Marion Mack. Released in 1926. 80 minutes. To be shown on February
1, at 10:00 p.m. in Rosse.
There can be no better way to start off the month of February than with
this classic comedy from the Golden Age of silent films. Buster Keaton
renders a hysterical performance as a Civil War train engineer who rescues
his pet locomotive from behind enemy lines. Many critics consider this film
the high point of Keaton's career.

Shoot the Piano Player
Directed and written by Francois Truffaut. Starring Charles Aznavour, Marie
Dubois. Released in 1960. 84 minutes. In French with English subtitles.
The first film of the Truffaut Film Festival. Sponsored by The
Study.
This brilliant and original film isTruffaut's second and a splendid contribution to the French New Wave Classics. It concerns a once promising concert
musician, Charlie (Charles Aznavour), whose career was suddenly cut short.
He continues to lead his life as a pianist in a cheap bistro in Paris, trying
to forget his gloomy past, part of which includes the suicide of his wife.
y
Although portrayed by Aznavour as a quiet, timid,
fellow frightened
of violence, he is constantly forced to face the hostile world by his gangster
brothers.
The movie exists in fragments, some dim and mysterious, some sharp but
also terribly funny. Shoot the Piano Player's innovations strongly affected
a generation of American filmaking beginning with the film Bonnie and
Clyde. Nanette Baratta
Off-Camp-

us

girl-sh-

Ken-yon-Gamb-

Saturday

-

Music Recital
On Saturday. January 28 at 8:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall, the Kenyon Music
Department will present a guest recital by Charles Tighe. tenor, and Lori
Cheek, pianist. The program will include pieces by Purcell. Handel, Argento
and Faure.

Sunday
Music Recital
On Sunday, January 29, the Kenyon College Department of Music will
present a faculty recital. Bethany Pflueger will play the flute, and Nancy
Vogelsang will accompany her on the piano. The recital will take place in
Rosse Hall Auditorium at 4:00 p.m.

Musical Auditions
Auditions for the production of Pippin will be held on Sunday, January 29
1:00 a.m. Scripts are on reserve in the library and performers auditioning
should have one song ready. Auditions will be held in Rosse Hall Auditorium.

at
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Happenings

Monday
Housing Meeting
On Monday night at 7:00 p.m. in Gund dorm lounge, there will be a meeting
for all students who are interested in group housing. The deadline for the
group housing forms is February 22.

Wednesday
Lecture
On February 1, at 8:00 p.m., in Rosse Hall, Hodding Carter III, who is
currently an anchorman and chief correspondent for the PBS program Inside
Story, w ill lecture. Under the Carter administration, Mr. Carter was Assistant
Secretary of State for Public Affairs and spokesman for the Department of
State. All are encouraeed to attend.

ier

--

Miscellaneous

Art Exhibition
The Colbum Gallery is currently presenting "Loosely Connected," a drawing
exhibition with artists as teachers and pupils. This exhibition will continue
until February 5. Gallery hours are from 8:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and 1:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.
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Friday the 13th
Directed by Sean S. Cunningham. Starring Betsy Palmer, Adrienne King,
and Harry Crosby. Released in 1979. 95 minutes. In
2--

D.

So you've been down at the CDC trying to find a summer job at a camp
somewhere, eh? Lots of fresh air, sun, and little nippers to teach whittling to?
If that's your ideal, Bunkie, skip Friday the 3th. one of the first of those
nubiles"

n,

"mad-slasher-stalks-promiscuous-but-beautiful-scantilly-clad-young--

1

post-ffaowee-

flicks, set at nice, quiet Crystal Lake Camp. The action,
of course, rarely extends beyond the counselors making out. the scary music
throbbing to a crescendo, and the slasher slashing. In all fairness, this is a
better opus than many other works of this genre (i.e.. My Bloody Valentine
or Spit on Your Grave) supplying a good amount of shock for your money.
Sociologists, psychologists, and the Mt. Vernon PTA may quibble over
I3th's effects on kiddies, but as Roger Ebert (the dumpy critic on At the
Movies) adroitly concluded, "It's fun to be scared." Not exactly a work of
grace and subtlety, but a good way to get rid of those repressed aggressive
tendencies. Bob Breck
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Sports roundup: Swimmers battle hard, basketball teams both lose
year, Peter Loomis and Mike Solomon
who along with Neri are the
Brian Horgen and Hodding Carter. Their
importance grows as championship time
nears.
How far the Kenyon swimming program has come is tough to judge. Sw immers everywhere are getting faster,
more so than in sports like track. In particular. Division Ill's times are dropping, rapidly closing in on Division II.
Kenyon is paving the way and in the
process steamrolling teams that once
posed great challenges, the price of
progress.
Miami gives an idea to how far Ken-- j
yon has come and a hint to how far it
may go.
tri-captai-

1

ns.

Streaks

i

hurt Lords

Russell tops
ii 1,000 points
I

Loomis eive his all

Peter

By Nick Ksenich

Swimmers
dominate
Big win

was the 1000 yard freestyle and it was
undoubtedly the highlight of the entire
with two
meet. Kenyon swept
freshmen. Craig Hummer and George
Pond leading the way. Hummer and
Pond left the field and created their own
race, finishing in 9:34.51 and 9:44.61,
respectively, both times shattering the
e
Kenyon mark. Sophomore
Todd Perret took third with a time of
10:03.01 and things just got worse for
the Redskins.
Kenyon swept the 200 free led by
Sophomore Jim Born followed by senior
Steve Neri and junior Chris Cunningham. The Lords also swept the 200 IM
with Hummer again taking first ahead
of Karel Starek and Stuart Gutsche.
Born and Starek, both sophomores
turned in two of the meets' finer performances in their other events. Born won
the 100 free with a remarkable
time of 46.87, a time that would have
placed him 8th in the nation at last year's
championship meet. Starek placed first
in the 200 back with an impressive
1:59.95 which qualifies him for the
NCAA's. The Lords capped off the meet
by winning the 400 free relay, leading
from start to finish. The Kenyon B relay
nearly topped the Miami A relay, coming only .18 seconds short.
The Miami meet gave evidence to two
very valuable characteristics of the Kenyon swimming program, the immediate
contribution of freshmen and still increasing contribution of seniors. Along
with Hummer and Pond, who also grabbed first in the 500 free, there was Paul
Barnett, a sprinter who won the 50 free,
took second in the 100 free and swam
the second leg of Kenyon's winning 400
free relay. As for the seniors, Steen
stressed their importance to the team,
"In many programs, especially swimming, you expect to be replaced by
younger people but our seniors have
continued to improve right along. All
of our seniors have been extremely
tough in practice and are coming into
this
full bloom." There are five seniors
1--

2-3

all-tim-

at Oxford
By Kevin Reynolds

two time defending
NCAA Division III champion Kenyon
Lords ventured to Oxford, OH and were
soundly defeated by Miami of Ohio, a
quality Division I team. The outcome
surprised no one, after all, Miami held a
lifetime edge.
dominIt now appears that Miami's
ance is all but a thing of the past and,
as this year's meet indicates, Kenyon's
dominance
will be every bit of the
foreseeable future. The visiting Lords
took on the Redskins this past Saturday
and simply blew them out of the pool,
winning by a
2
count. It was only
the second time Kenyon had won in
Two years ago the

20-- 5

71-4-

Miami.

swimming meets are actuto
football
games, holding the same degree of importance, same purpose and equally inadequate in determing a team's ability.
However, the Kenyon-Miamatchup
is an exception in a certain respect.
If nothing else what this meet does is
provide a rough measure of the extent
that the Kenyon
swimming program has
progressed since it claimed the first of
its four NCAA
titles. Of all the Lords'
Iraditional
opponents only two
still provide a
challenge, Miami and
Bowling Green, also Division I. The Division III school schools
like Denison
and Oberlin aren't in
the same neighborhood as Kenyon, not even on the same
continent for that matter.
And since Division III is rapidly
improving right
along with Kenyon in
terms of top times
and overall
depth, Miami becomes a
more practical
barometer of sorts. It
seems to read that
the Lords are moving
on up to
an even better part of town
leaving their best
longtime rivals beIn-seas-

on

ally

equivalent

pre-seas-

on

mi

in-seas-

on

in-seas-

on

"We've really been hurt by streaks in
the game." That comment by Kenyon
basketball coach Bill Brown, directed
contest with
towards the Lord's
Baldwin-Wallac- e
last Wednesday, actually summed up both of Kenyon's games
this past week.
On Wednesday, in a
loss to
B.W., two streaks by the Yellowjackets
helped seal the Lord's fate. With time
running low in the first half, Kenyon
had a
opportunity to pull
within seven. However, they failed to
convert, and B.W. stretched their lead
to 15 as the half ended. "If you don't
play well at the end of the first half,"
noted Bill Brown, "it takes the wind out
of your sails a little bit." The second
streak came at the end of the game, when
with about 1:30 to go and B.W. up by
11, the Yellowjackets took advantage
of Kenyon's aggressive catch-u- p tactics
and upped their margin of victory to 2
Two highlights of the game for the
Lords were one, free throw shooting,
and two, the scoring of junior Chris Rus9
from the
sell. The Lords were
charity stripe, which Brown termed "the
brightest spot of the game."
The second bright spot was Russell,
as he connected for 28 points, pushing
him over 1000 for his career (less than
three years) at Kenyon. Russell is the
15th player in Kenyon's long cage history to reach the 1000 point plateau, and
only the sixth to do it in less than three
years. Captain Hugh Forrest chipped in
15 for the Lords.
Streaks again played a role in Kenyon's loss Saturday night against the visiting Yeomen of Oberlin. Oberlin led
from the start but was hounded by the
Lords throughout the first half. The early
Yeoman lead was cut to a single point
with a basket by freshman Jim Hinkle
with 4:07 remaining. Oberlin stretched
the lead to five, but a bucket by frosh
starter Tim Sexton closed the gap to two.
Oberlin in the last 1:37 moved up six
and the half ended
76-5- 5
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Kenyon departed for
Miami anticipating a close meet,
according to coach Jim
Sleen, "Miami
has one of their better
earns this year
and they believe that
ey have a
good shot at winning the
AC " Add
t0 that the meet being Kenyon s
second away meet in days and all
e
ingredients for a close contest are

er

A personal

overview:
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Ladies fall,
drop to

8.

Indoor
opens year
sprinters

set records
By Bill

Troyer

Last Friday night, competing against
Ohio Wesleyan, the Lords and Ladies
started their indoor track and field season. Bea Huste and Tim Troiano got out
of the starting blocks quickly by breaking records in the 600 yard dash and 60
meters respectively. The two teams,
however, came up short in the point columns.
Even though this first performance is
not up to par. Coach Pete Peterson expects the indoor season, as well as the
outdoor season, to provide excitement.
Speaking of track "as a year round sport"
Coach Peterson stressed adequate diet,
sufficient rest, and most of all hard work
as necessities to attain a fine performance.
Having coached at Kenyon for four
years. Peterson is impressed with the
efforts of Krissann Mueller, Bea Huste
Marquerite Bruce, and two time
Ann Batchelder. These runners make up the relay team which
in last year's nad
finished
tionals.
Though the men are less experienced
in conference play (due to the large
t,
number of freshmen), Captain Jim
John Watson, Tim Troiano and Joe
Child are among those runners who are
expected to be fine performers this season.
Among those mentioned, Joe Child
and Tim Troiano are new to the track
scene. Child is a champion quarter-mile- r
from New England, while Troiano
is a much touted runner from Colorado.
thirty-secon-

1--
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Personal View

By Ann Davies
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-
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t0Ugh t0 beat
at
real'y get up for

A Women's swimmers

dives in after the gun

I

jumper
have a confession to make: I play
on the team about which I write. I try
to be unbiased in my reporting ' but I'm
sure there are items I gloss over out of
respect for my teammates. And I do have
much respect for these girls.
I wish I could tell you what it's like
to be on a team like the Kenyon basketball team. I guess I'm on an emotional
high because I watched them lose on
after fighting back
Thursday,
from an eleven point deficit. Somehow
winning seems less important after that
game. Sure, it would have been nice to
win, but the sheer effort of the entire
team was so evident and it still feels
good when I think about it.
Admittedly, the basketball team is
used to losing, so even to come close to
winning is a victory in itself. Granted,
there were many missed opportunities
to score. I know it's easy to fall into a
rut by praising our team and trying to
rationalize our record. I could tell you
how we practice two hours everyday and
how we gave up a week of our winter
break to come back and play. I could
explain that we would have won several
of our games if we had had decent officials, but it's all been said before. I hope
it's more important that we have fun
when we play together.
No matter what, no matter how often
I sit on the bench, no matter how often
I watch in frustration as our lead disappears, no matter how many times I want
to die after practice, I'm still so proud
to be part of the team. Maybe I'm just
a naive freshman, and the losing will
finally discourage me, but just to wear
the same uniform as the players out there
makes me happy.
ReThe Ladies lost to
Their record
serve on Saturday,
now stands at
A Lady eager goes up for the
I

57-5-

5,

Case-Weste-

63-4-
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Bal-liet-

Said Steen, "They're

awfully
home and we didn't
it."
Actually, the meet
started out as expected with
the Redskins touching out
was in the opening event, the 400
Med'ey Relay.
However, the next event
-

1

Both of these runners along with John
Watson and Jim Balliett, will set the
pace this season.
This Friday, the Lords and Ladies return to the track competition against
Oberlin and Ohio Northern in the Werth-eimField House. The meets begin at
6:00 P.M.

50-3- 3
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In the second half. Sexton once again
closed the Oberlin lead, this time to six
points with 16:30 to play, but foul
trouble began to plague the Lords. Hugh
Forrest picked up his fourth foul with
15:12 remaining and was forced to the
bench. "We can't play without Hugh
Forrest in there." said Brown. The
Yeomen regrouped and pushed out to a
lead with 6:40 left as Hinkle
fouled out.
The Lords didn't give up. as with two
Russell hoops and baskets by Krieg
Spahn and Forrest, Kenyon cut their deficit to 2 w ith 3: 17 to play. The visitors
held on, however, and finished the game
Russell topped the
up by 20,
Lords with 18. while Sexton added nine.
Oberlin was led by the Beard brothers,
with Seni or Elliot pumping in 17, and
sophomore Byron dropping 12 (unofficially).
Oberlin held Russell below his average by using a box and one defense,
which meant Russell was double covered most of the night. "That's going
to leave some people open" said coach
Brown, but Kenyon wasn't able to get
enough of those open shots to drop.
Brown felt the fatigue factor played a
role in the way Oberlin took command
in the second half. "We wear down
physcially," he said, "40 minutes is a
long time." Brown said the fact that he
has only three players on his bench
wasn't that critical. "A coach has a problem playing more than 9 players," he
stated. "(It's not the number of our
players) but the size of our players. If
our people were going against eight
people their size, it wouldn't be so wearing."
The home crown wasn't very large
on Saturday, but they were quite en- thusiastic at times. Coach Brown forsees
bigger crowds for the cagers as the
improvement of the team continues.
"There's no doubt about it" he said with
enthusiasm. Last night, the Lords played
in front of the home crowd against Ohio
Northern, while Saturday they travel to
Wooster.

The Sweet Shoppe

'

The best chocolates in
7

town"

West Vine Street,

Mount Vernon
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Irish discusses faculty review process
Student letters are the only way that
students can formally evaluate faculty,
according to Irish. Faculty members up
for evaluation do not get to see the letters.

By Michael Pierce
Provost Jerry Irish appeared at January 23rd's Student Council meeting to
tell members of the importance of students' letters evaluating faculty. Irish
said that student letters along with the
opinions of other faculty from the same
department are the two most important
items in evaluating a faculty member.
Faculty members, according to Irish,
are subjected to four different types of
review: first reappointment, second
reappointment, tenure, and salary readjustment. For the first reappointment
five students are asked to write letters
to the Provost critiquing the faculty
fifteen
students,
Thirty
member.
chosen by the faculty member being
fifteen
and
evaluated
chosen by the chair of the department
to which the faculty member belongs,
are asked to write letters to the Provost.
stuFor a tenure evaluation thirty-si- x
dents, eighteen chosen by the faculty
member and eighteen chosen by the
chair, are asked to write letters. For a
students
salary readjustment thirty-si- x
are randomly selected from class lists
of the faculty member to write letters.

In other business, Council named
Kendall Johnson '87 to a committee
formed by Kathryn Adkins, Asst. Dean
of Students, to examine the use of space
for extra curricular activities. Along
with Johnson the committee will be
composed of Jim Donahue '87, a
member of Senate, Brian Kearney '85,
Chairman of the Social Board, Ann Sibley '85, from the Student Affairs Committee, and a member of Freshman
Council.

Council President Mary Chalmers '85
announced that a committee had been
formed to define the position of Director
of Security and that there is a position
on the committee open to any studnet.
Brian Kearney said that the Social
Board in conjunction with the Music Dea "Weekend
partment is
of Jazz" lasting from Thursday through
Sunday.
Don Devere '84 announced that the
Adjudicatory Committee is ready to hear
cases. The Adjudicatory Committee was
formed as a judical committee that
would hear cases in which the students
or people involved do not want to go to
co-sponsor-

Irish said that a student not writing a
letter after they were asked is about the
same as "if you went to a faculty member
and asked for a letter of recommendation
for law school or such and the faculty
member agreeing, but not writing the
letter."

ing

the deans or the Judicial Board but need
some help settling a problem. Devere

used the example of two roommates,
one a "druggie", the other a "square"
who did not get along, as a case in which
the Adjudicatory Committee would be
effective.

Next Thursday through Saturday
nights (February 2 through 4), the Kenyon Music Department and the Kenyon
College Social Board will sponsor "A
Weekend of Jazz at Kenyon." The
weekend will involve performances by
several different jazz groups and musicians.
The weekend will kick off on Thursday afternoon with a short, informal jazz
clinic in Peirce lounge from 4:30 to 5:30
p.m. by the Bob Allen Jazz Trio from
Columbus. Following the clinic, the trio
will perform a concert in Rosse Hall at
8:30 p.m.
On Friday night, members of the
newly formed Kenyon Jazz Ensemble
will perform in the Shoppes at 9:30 p.m.
Paul Posnak's Jazz Show will round
out the weekend of activities from 8 to
p.m. in Rosse Hall on Saturday night.
1

1

The Thursday and Friday events are
free and the cost for Paul Posnak's show
on Saturday is one dollar for students
and $3.50 for adults.

VAC sponsors
Roberta Bair

Students:

397-820-

at Kenyon," Feb.

rePaul
Posnak,
internationally
nowned pianist and one of America's
leading authorities on early jazz, takes
his audience on a musical and historical
journey of the 1920's and '30's. from
the rough Southern "honky-tonks- "
and
the "gutbucket dives" of the Atlantic
seacoast to the glittering ballrooms and
nightclubs of 52nd Street.
Posnak recreates many of the masterpieces of improvised Rag, Stomp,
e
and Stride that have
been virtually out of circulation since
their creators "rocked the joints" with
them in the thirties.
The Columbus-base- d
Bob Allen Jazz
Trio has a long and distinguished history
in the field of jazz musicianship. Members of the trio include Robert Allen on
piano and vocals; Cornell Wiley on electric bass; and Rick Brunetta on drums
and percussion. All three hold degrees
in music and currently teach at local colleges and universities.

Bring artwork to Mrs. Lord's of

The present group has produced two
albums, entitled, "Just Jazz," and "The

fice in Bexley Art Building by
Monday January 30. Be sure to
leave your name and title of your
piece, and whether or not it is for
sale.
Artwork will be displayed in
Peirce T.V. Lounge on Tuesday
January 31 during Common Hour.
There will be a matting workship
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Bob Allen Trio Live at the Christopher
Inn." Both albums will be available at
the performance on Thursday night.
The Kenyon Jazz Ensemble represents the student performance aspeci of
the weekend. Now an official course in
the Music Department, the jazz group
was first formed last semester by a group
of students interested in jazz, but unable
to get the help needed to organize any
type of jazz group.
Julie Soloway, Adjunct Professor of
Music at Kenyon, helped form the original ensemble and as she puts it,
"We
put on a show to prove ourselves, and
we got the course." The jazz ensemble
is now a course in the Kenyon Music
Department and the members are planning to hold an evening concert later in
the semester in conjunction with the new
vocal ensemble.
Hoping to come up with some of their
own originals in time, the group
"working on as wide a scope of jazz as
they can."
is

art interaction

SWANSON CLEANERS
For overnight visits by

2--

Boogie-Woogi-

student-facult- y

What do faculty offices and prison
cells have in common? Not enough student art on the walls!! If you agree that
this is a problem and would like to help
alleviate it, then here's what you can do:

"Everything in Sports"
Athletic Wear, Equipment, Shoes
0
121, S. Main St. Mt. Vernon, Ohio
&
Fishing Shop
Hunting
117 S. Main St., Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Come support the men's and women's swimming teams this
weekend as they host the Division III Kenyon Invitational at the
Ernst pool. The action begins Friday at 4 p.m. and Saturday morning

"A Weekend of Jazz

By

Mavis Sporting Goods

(Support the 'mers .7

on Sunday January 29 at the Crafts
Center at 1:00 p.m. All prints or
drawings must be matted before
being submitted.

Faculty:
Come to the Peirce T.V. Lounge
to chose the work you would like.
Tuesday January 31 during Common Hour.
Be sure to arrive early in order
to get the piece you want.
Work will be delivered on February I and will be collected after
Spring Break. Hopefully there will
be another such event after Spring
Break.
This event is an extension of the Arts
Around Campus program started last
semester by the Visual Arts Club. The
response to the student artwork that hung
in the Health Center was so great that
we have expanded the program to include faculty and administration offices.
The work will be handled and displayed
carefully, so don't be afraid to submit
your favorite work. In the past, the Visual Arts Club has had field trips to various museums, a drawing trip to the Columbus Zoo, a dinner for two visiting
artists, a May festival, and has sponsored the Fall Poster sale. This semester
the VAC plans to have another Mayfest
in coordination with the Medieval Banquet, as well as continuing the tradition
of the Clothesline Art sale during Parents' Weekend. Of course there will be
other events throughout the year, so
keep watching the VAC's ARTNE'S
publication for the latest art and community events.
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